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Master thesis:
Induced functionality in 2D semiconductors via dielectric
screening
Motivation: The investigation of the properties of twodimensional (2D) semiconductors certainly is one of the most
exciting fields of contemporary solid-state physics. Due to
their thicknesses of one or few atoms, these materials on one
hand possess properties of classical (three-dimensional)
solids, such as an in-plane periodicity and band structures,
on the other hand show characteristic that resemble those of
molecules. For example, electron-hole interactions
particularly strong, such that excitons with large binding
energies exist. Furthermore, their band structure is
influenced by their immediate dielectric surrounding – such
as by substrates and capping layers. We recently
demonstrated that the bandgap of a single layer of WS2 can
be tuned by more than 100 meV through the right choice of
substrate. This points towards the possibility of constructing
electronic elements simply by the right choices and design
of the substrate materials. In combination with more
established methods of tuning material properties (such as
electric and magnetic fields, strain etc.), this will possibly lead
to novel applications based on 2D semiconductors in the Figure 1: Sketch (top) and measured reflection spectra
(bottom) of a 2D semiconductor on two different substrates,
future.
which show a change of the bandgap of more than 1

Aim of the thesis: The aim of this master thesis is to conceive and realize dielectric structures in substrates
and to characterize the optical and electronic properties of 2D semiconductors in their vicinity.
Your tasks: Your tasks will include the preparation of samples based on 2D semiconductors on various
substrates as well as optical spectroscopic measurements. The production of your samples will be
performed in our laboratories, including our clean room facility. For the optical experiments, you will have
access to our laser laboratory, equipped with various light sources, spectrometers and cryostats.
Furthermore, you will be able to expand your knowledge in following topics:
- Working with state-of-the-art semiconductor manufacturing technologies in cleanroom research
facilities
- Optical spectroscopic techniques
- Operation and understanding of vacuum and low-temperature (~10K) setups
- Consolidation of your knowledge about the fundamental physics of electronic bandstructures, 2D
materials, physics of excitons and simple electronic components
You will also take part in group seminars and journal clubs to discuss current developments in this field of
research.
Contact: For further information and interest please contact Lutz Waldecker (waldecker@physik.rwthaachen.de) or Christoph Stampfer (stampfer@physik.rwth-aachen.de). You can also find information on our
work at www.stampferlab.org and www.graphene.ac.
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